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SysTools Exchange Import is an application that can provide users with the possibility to easily import their Outlook
mailboxes to Exchange, for a fast and smooth migration process. The program comes with support for batch import,
which means that users can migrate multiple PST files to Exchange at the same time. For that, users are provided
with the option to search either their computers or the local network for the PST files they want to import. The tool
can be used to export these files directly into the Exchange Server mailbox. With the help of this tool, users can
convert the entire data from the source file to an Exchange-compatible format, which means that all of their emails,
contacts, calendar entries, journals, notes, and tasks will be available for them after the import operation has been
completed. Moreover, the utility can maintain the Meta properties of all data unspoiled during the migration.
SysTools Exchange Import also comes with Exchange Mailbox mapping features, which further simplifies the
process of importing PST files to Exchange Server. The feature requires for users to provide the SAM account
name (mailbox nick name) and ensures that each PST file is being imported within its specific Exchange mailbox.
Users interested in importing their data from a PST file into a live Exchange server also need to have Exchange
2003, 2007, or 2010 properly configured. At the same time, users should make sure that the migration machine and
the Exchange Server are working under the same domain, so as to ensure a successful data migration. SysTools
Exchange Import comes with a series of reporting capabilities, and has been designed to offer a complete
conversion report as soon as it has managed to import the PST file to the Exchange server mailbox. The report
offers details on current status of number of items being converted. Hi my friend, Welcome to the cnet community.
I'm glad you found my Home Page for about a month. Enjoy it! I have recommended SysTools Exchange Import
because you wanted to automatically export/import.pst to.ost files in Exchange 2003. Remember that, as a SysTools
Exchange Import user, you will have a free subscription to its product, but if you want to go ahead with the
purchase, you can find a special promotion on the SysTools Official Website. You can get a 60% discount, which is
equivalent to 59.95$ instead of 129.95$ If you have any questions, let me know. Warm Regards, Featured Post

SysTools Exchange Import Latest
This is a SysTools Exchange Import review article in pdf file. It provides detailed information on the "SysTools
Exchange Import" software including the system requirements, features, how to install, how to uninstall, detail
information about the installation process, some advanced users information about the "SysTools Exchange Import".
SysTools Exchange Import User Guide SysTools Exchange Import Main Features Key Features: 1. Import/Export this feature allows you to import or export Outlook PST files to and from Microsoft Exchange 2000 or 2007. 2.
Unsupported file types - with an ability to import unsupported Outlook file formats such as RTF, XLS, HTML,
TIFF, GIF, and APE. 3. Multi-threading - the tool is multi-threaded, which means that multiple files can be
imported at once. 4. Fast Import - with an option to convert your PST files into Microsoft Exchange Server and
import them to the Exchange 2000 or 2007, all your existing email messages, contacts, calendars, journals and notes
will be moved over in the easiest way possible. 5. Compatibility - supporting various versions of Exchange Server
such as Exchange 2000, Exchange 2007 and Exchange 2010. 6. Import PST or EML files - with a built-in function
that helps you to specify the source folder and a name for your PST file. 7. Use command line or an outlook profile
- quickly import/export Outlook data with the use of a command line or an outlook profile. 8. PST file contentbased search support - the function allows you to easily search for specific information within the PST file. 9. Crossplatform - as SysTools Exchange Import supports all major platforms such as Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7/8,
Linux, and Mac OSX, it can be used by any user. 10. Import/Export to MS Exchange Web Access - the tool can
export and import to or from MS Exchange Web Access data including Calendar, Contacts, Tasks and Notes in a
format compatible with Microsoft Exchange 2007/2010. 11. Batch Import / Export - offers the same capabilities as
an Import / Export option, but allows the user to perform an import or export operation on multiple PST files at
once. 12. Email aliases - the tool can perform a backup and restore function for all message aliases, for that it can
also synchronize all message aliases. 13. Mailbox 09e8f5149f
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It can be used to migrate multiple PST files in batches and is the first and only tool of its kind to offer integration of
all PST file services as a standalone application. The application provides the easiest way to export the files to a PST
file format. You can also export the data out of the file using the application. It comes with an integrated forward,
backward and search option that enables you to perform the batch import with ease and accuracy. The program also
comes with the XPages client for the users to view and manipulate the data from anywhere as they migrate files.
The program is available in English, French, Portuguese, German, Spanish, Italian, Greek, Hebrew, and Korean
language. The program is available for license purchase through the software provider’s website. The prices listed
below are for both PC and Mac based migration. If you purchase the application through the iSoftLab website, you
can enjoy 1, 3 or 5 user licences for 365 days for $59.99, $89.99, and $119.99 respectively. These prices can be
considered as extraordinary, considering the fact that you can get the application with 3, 5, and 10 user licences at
various other software providers’ website. iSoftlab does not offer free trial versions of the application. If you still
want to try the product out, you can buy the application on iSoftLab’s website with a 30 day money back guarantee.
The admin fee for a single license on iSoftlab is $29.95. Exchange data migration is a time consuming process for
most of the users. These days, users have adopted various ways to import their data from different PST files to a
single Exchange mailbox. One of the best choices is to use the SysTools Exchange Import utility, which guarantees a
hassle free data migration. Are you a developer looking for a testing tool? Or would you like to test your mobile
apps on the smart phone, such as iPhone, Android, and Windows? Well, you have come to the right place!Here
you’ll find a list of best iPhone testing tools that you can use to test your apps on your iOS devices. Developer
Account — MyAppTop Developer Account is an ideal iPhone testing tool for developers looking to set up and test
their test accounts and apps. As it is a testing account, it does not come with account features. To use Developer
Account, you’

What's New in the SysTools Exchange Import?
Comprehensive utility to import PST files to Exchange 2010. Saves the meta-data of all PST data during migration.
Provides standard, easy-to-use approach to migrate PST data to Exchange Server. Import PST data from multiple
sources at the same time. Quickly and conveniently migrate multiple PST files to Exchange Server. Performs the
full conversion of PST data without losing the normal meta-data. Complete reporting capabilities provided with the
tool. Trims the PST files, extracts the data from files before exporting to Exchange Server. Export user data to
different archive formats. Data migration is performed with the help of a cutting-edge technology. This product is
100% safe to use on all Microsoft Exchange Servers. Uses official Microsoft Exchange Service Pack 3 and
migration chain. Supports all Microsoft Exchange versions. Doesn't require any prior installations or setups. Emails,
contacts, calendars, journals, notes, tasks, and meeting rooms are all retained during migration. Export the PST metadata in the standard format of IMAP. Traces the progress of the PST migration in real time. Import PST files to
different archive formats. Create a new set of documents as a new archive to PST folder during import process.
System Requirements: OS: Windows Needs a 32-bit edition of Windows XP or later. PST Repair allows users to
quickly repair and recover corrupt or damaged PST files created by using either MS Outlook or MS Outlook
Express. The tool comes with a comprehensive tutorial mode that allows the users to easily repair any corrupted
PST file. PST Repair provides users with easy-to-use and simple navigation menu, which will guide them through
the conversion process. Additionally, the program supports multiple languages, including English, French, Dutch,
German, Russian, and more. The tool will scan your damaged PST file and will search for all deleted items,
duplicate emails, attachments, calendar entries, journals, notes, tasks, and more. The application will then evaluate
the available space left on your local machine and then proceed to extract all of the file content to your local
system’s hard drive. After that, PST Repair will check the converted file for accuracy and then store it within the
specified location. PST Repair will provide users with a complete list of converted items in order to provide them
with a detailed recovery report. At the same time, the tool will let users know about the documents which are
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System Requirements:
Windows 10 or higher Mac OS 10.10 or higher Supported graphics cards: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 and above
Intel HD3000 or higher AMD HD 5000 and above Intel GMA HD or higher CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo or better
(Windows) or AMD Athlon X2 64 or better (Mac) 2 GB of RAM (8 GB on Windows) Windows 8 or higher Mac
OS 10.8 or higher NVIDIA GeForce GT 550 and above
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